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Abstract. In this paper, we address the problem of ranking clinical
documents using centrality based approach. We model the documents to
be ranked as nodes in a graph and place edges between documents based
on their similarity. Given a query, we compute similarity of the query
with respect to every document in the graph. Based on these similarity
values, documents are ranked for a given query. Initially, Lucene1 is used
to retrieve top fifty documents that are relevant to the query and then
our proposed approach is applied on these retrieved documents to rerank them. Experimental results show that our approach did not perform
well as the documents retrieved by Lucene are not among the top 50
documents in the Gold Standard.
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Introduction

A huge amount of information is available on the World Wide Web (WWW)
and more is being added to it frequently, making the web a great source of
information, but also impossible to navigate manually. Often, information related
to a topic is available in multiple web sites. Sometimes information is spread over
multiple web pages or documents. Current popular retrieval systems are not
specialized for a particular domain of users. For example, having an IR system
for academic purpose may have to address challenges specific to that domain.
The same applies to clinical documents, which were the theme of one of the
tracks in TREC-2014. They have terminology and ontology that is specific to
the clinical domain and very uncommon elsewhere. A regular IR system may fail
to rank documents from such a domain, dealing with symptoms, diagnosis and
treatment etc., appropriately. As the results for our submission show, even if we
apply a regular retrieval engine just for shortlisting documents and then apply a
more sophisticated technique for re-ranking the shortlisted documents, we may
still get very poor results because a regular IR system like Lucene may not even
be able to shortlist documents for further ranking by a different method.
1.1

Background

Information retrieval has picked up its pace from the early twenty first century
and has become one of the prime areas for both research and industry. The
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seminal paper by Page et al in 1998 [4, 17] ushered academicians into IR. The
notions of authority and hub pages[13] were used to build systems initially. Keyword based search taken as bag of words dominated for quite a long time [1].
Semantic search [7, 14, 15] also has made significant progress. Even though the
most popular IR systems are domain-independent, considerable work has been
done on domain specific IR systems [8, 12, 3]. More directly related to our work,
there has been sustained interest in the area of medical or clinical information
retrieval [10] and on clinical decision support systems [2, 6, 11]. Several open
source IR systems are also available to researchers such as Lucene [9].
1.2

Model

In this section we discuss the proposed model for generating ranking of the documents. Documents are modeled as a weighted graph. Each document is considered as a node and an edge is present between any two nodes if the similarity
between them is above a threshold. Similarity is calculated as given in Equation
1.
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ni is calculated as tf ∗ isf . Term frequency (tf )
of ti is defined as the number of occurrences of ti in ni and inverse sentential
frequency (isf ) of ti is defined as the logarithm of the total number of nodes in
the document divided by the number of nodes in which ti is present. A term that
distinguishes a node from other nodes has a higher isf value when compared to
a term that occurs in many nodes.
1.3

Description of the Proposed Model

All the documents are first preprocessed as usual, i.e., all non-text/noise should
be filtered. After removing stop words from the filtered documents, the remaining
words are stemmed before calculating tf, isf and similarity. Similarities between
all pairs of nodes is calculated. A low similarity between two nodes indicates
that the two nodes are not related and a high similarity value indicates a strong
relation between them.
We use a methodology that is similar to the one proposed in [16], for calculating the node score with respect to a query term. While calculating the node
score, both the similarity (relevance) of a node to the query term and the neighbourhood (nodes that have edge scores above a threshold) of it are considered.
Initially, each node is assigned a query similarity score and then these scores are
propagated to their neighbours as given in Equation 2. This process is iterated
till the scores of the nodes converge (weights of all the nodes in successive iterations fall below a threshold(0.0001)). A node score for each node with respect to
each query term qi ∈ Q where Q = {q1 , q2 , ..., qt } is computed using Equation 2.
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where wqi (s) is the node score of node s with respect to the query term qi ,
d is the bias factor, N is the set of all nodes in the document and sim(i, j) is
computed as given in Equation 1. First part of Equation 2 computes relevance
of s to the query term and the second part computes the relevance of s with its
neighbours. Also, the second part captures the amount of relevant information
that neighbours of s have with respect to the query term. The bias factor d gives
trade-off between these two parts and it is determined empirically. For higher
values of d, more importance is given to the relevance of s with respect to the
query term when compared to the relevance between s and its neighbours. The
denominators are for normalization. This method was proposed in [18, 5] for text
summarization.
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Discussion

We used the above approach to rank the documents as part of the shared task.
Due to shortage of computational resources, before applying the above method,
we used a two-step process to shortlist documents. In the first step, Lucene was
used to return the top 1000 documents. In the second step, Lucene was again
used to select only the top 50 relevant documents for a given query. These 50
shortlisted documents were then re-ranked using the method described in the
preceding section.
We did use a naive query expansion heuristic for both the runs (summary
and description). We prepared a hand-crafted list of synonyms for each of the
query types, viz. diagnosis, test and treatment. This list was used to expand the
queries given to Lucene.
Clearly, the results in this setup were going to be heavily dependent on the
performance of Lucene for the clinical decision support task. As it turned out,
the results were very poor, which suggests that using a general purpose IR sytem
in this way is not a good idea.
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